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COMMENT

SPRING IS 
SPRUNG, CIDER 
IS BLOOMING
The daff odils are in bloom, people in parks are taking their 
shirts off  and off ering their pasty fl esh to the sun gods and 
the scent of barbecues permeates the air. It can only mean 
one thing: the Great British Summer is upon us, and this is 
the time of year that cider sales skyrocket.

April is a month full of promise, and there are plenty 
of reasons to be optimistic about cider in 2017. The most 
recent data shows the category has just crept back into 
year-on-year growth. It is marginal, but this is welcome 
news ahead of the key summer trading period, and even 
more encouraging are fi gures showing surging sales in the 
past three months.

Several large brewers are pulling marketing spend on 
their ciders and retreating back to their beer heartland as 
consumers are turning in their droves to cider that off ers 
provenance and authenticity.

The likes of Westons and Thatchers are riding the crest 
of a wave, and 33cl cans of “craft cider” are exploding 
in popularity. Fruit cider continues to soar, although a 
big driver of that has been Strongbow Dark Fruit, and 
Tesco’s recent decision to delist it in favour of Carling Fruit 
Cider following a spat with Heineken might threaten that 
segment. But Kopparberg continues to see strong sales 
growth, showing consumer demand for fruit fl avours 
shows no signs of abating, although pear cider is tanking.

Despite the positivity, there are serious challenges on the 
horizon, not least the attentions of the anti-alcohol lobby, 
which has singled out cider for a clobbering and shows no 
signs of willingness to work with the trade.

On the frontline is Aston Manor, which has interesting 
points to raise about the real people who drink white 
cider – often hardworking people earning less than the UK 
average, not street drinkers and children.

We hope you enjoy our features on Aston Manor, 
Kopparberg and Westons, which are aimed at off ering a 
cross-section view of the cider category in 2017, along with 
plenty of stats, insight, analysis and retailer profi les.

According to Pete Brown on p25, the UK cider trade is in 
danger of being left behind by its American cousins, so let 
us all band together, champion the wonderful innovation 
from British producers and maintain our position as the 
world leader in all things cider. 
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ANALYSIS: STATISTICS

CIDER’S YEAR 
BY NUMBERS  

CIDER VOLUMES 
RETURN TO 
GROWTH

TOP 10 CIDER 
BRANDS OF 2016
1. STRONGBOW
2. STRONGBOW DARK

FRUIT
3. KOPPARBERG

MIXED FRUIT
4. KOPPARBERG

STRAWBERRY &
LIME

5. MAGNERS
6. FROSTY JACK’S
7. LAMBRINI
8. HENRY WESTONS
9. THATCHERS GOLD
10. BULMERS
Source: IRI

OFF-TRADE SALES AND CHANNEL SPLIT

+0.2%
cider volume sales in the 52 

weeks to February 25

+3.1%
cider volume sales in the 12 

weeks to February 25

Source: IRI

CIDER

47%
VOL

44%
VOL

7%
VOL

3%
VOL

SUPERMARKET
HL 2.5m  -3%
£519m  +0.8%

CONVENIENCE
HL 2.4m +0.8%
£520m  +2.4%

DISCOUNTERS
HL 374,000 +2.4%
£55m  +4.1%

FORECOURTS
HL 134,000  +0.9%
£33m -0.5%

+0.2% +1.5%5m hl £1.07bn
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23% SYMBOLS
HL -2.9% £ +0.8%
13% CONVENIENCE MULT
HL +7.2% £ +4.4%
8% INDEPENDENTS
HL +2.3% £ +5.3%
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Source: IRI Jan 25, 2017, & Discounters Kantar Dec 4, 2016
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ANALYSIS: STATISTICS

THE LEADING 
SUPPLERS

SHARE  52WK 12WK

Heineken 38% -1.6% -0.2%
Aston Manor 13% +0.8% +2.6%
Own-label 11% -0.1% -2.0%
C&C Group 9% +18% +20%
Kopparberg 8% +13% +20%
Thatchers 4% +44% +49%
Westons 3% +13% +15%
AB-Inbev 2% -45% -45%
Rekorderlig 2% +10% +1%
Aspall 0.6% +28% +22%
Source: IRI Feb 25, 2017

Aspall
Dunkertons

Knights
Oliver’s

Old Rosie
Thatchers Vintage

Henry Westons Vintage Cider
Green Goblin

Thatchers Gold
Kingstone Press
Stowford Press
Scrumpy Jack

Crumpton Oaks
Ye Olde English

Blackthorn
Taurus

Crofters
Hawksridge

Golden Valley

Strongbow

Bulmers
Old Mout

Rekorderlig
Kopparberg

Strongbow Dark Fruit
Brothers
Magners

Somersby
Carling Cider

Stella Artois Cidre

Diamond White
Frosty Jack’s

White Star
White Storm

White Ace
Omega

White Strike
3 Hammers

Pearson’s Cider Co
The Cotswold Cider Company

Friels
Perry’s

Orchard Pig
Caple Rd

Commodity

ContemporaryTraditional

Crafted

SUB-CATEGORIES
Rival suppliers divide the market up in their own ways, but this Aston Manor method caught our eye because it 
separates traditional premium ciders from more modern craft ciders.

£
 INCO

M
E

£91M
9% OF CIDER

+12% GROWTH

307,000
HL

6% OF CIDER
+14% GROWTH

£738M
69% OF CIDER
+2% GROWTH
3.2M HL
63% OF CIDER

-0.5% GROWTH

£175M
16% OF CIDER
-4% GROWTH
1.8M HL
25% 0F CIDER
-1% GROWTH

429
THE NUMBER 

OF NEW 
CIDER SKUS 
LAUNCHED  

IN 2016

£4.2
MILLION
VALUE SALES 

FOR SMIRNOFF 
CIDER, 

THE MOST 
SUCCESSFUL 
NPD OF 2016

£1.88
AVERAGE  

PRICE PER  
LITRE IN THE 
OFF-TRADE,  

UP 1.5%

7.1%
THE AMOUNT 
OF THE CIDER 

CATEGORY 
MADE UP BY 
OWN-LABEL, 
DOWN 3.7%

Source: IRI, year to Dec 31, 2016Source: IRI
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BRIDGING 
THE GAP

C
ider is enjoyed by 
many, but if you 
blind-tasted a leading 
mainstream brand 
against a popular 
heritage, premium 

cider you could think you were sampling 
two totally different drinks. 

And rightly so – the styles and recipes 
are vastly different and the target 
audiences for each segment have also, 
historically, been poles apart. 

These unlikely bedfellows have 
often been forced to share shelf space, 
particularly in some smaller stores, and 
it’s posed somewhat of a headache to 
retailers. How can a multi-pack of one 
easy-drinking brand sit neatly against a 

We’re seeing 
a whole new 
sub-category 
emerging for 
high quality 
ciders in 
33cl cans

There’s a world of 
difference between 
mainstream and 
premium brands. Sonya 
Hook finds out how 
producers are filling in

ANALYSIS: RANGING
single bottle, the latter being premium in 
both taste and image, with a price tag to 
a match?

It makes sense, then, that producers are 
working hard to bridge the gap between 
the two and we are now seeing a new 
wave of ciders looking to encourage 
some drinkers to trade up, while others 
might occasionally want to trade down, 
so to speak, perhaps supplementing their 
premium treat with a mid-week option. 

Heineken is one producer that has 
made no secret of its plans to fill this gap 
and just last month tadded two ciders to 
its Bulmers portfolio.  

The Bulmers Orchard Pioneers sub-
brand, which highlights two of Heineken’s 
key apple growers and apple varieties in 
Herefordshire, aims to drive growth in 
what it calls the “artisanal cider” category, 
bridging mainstream apple cider and 
more premium brands. Heineken says 
the ciders have been crafted to drive 
category growth, particularly with “lower-
tempo, food-led occasions”.

Toby Lancaster, category and shopper 
marketing director, says: “Not only did we 
collaborate with these entrepreneurial 
growers, we put their names on the 

bottles, reflecting the true provenance 
of this collaboration between the most 
cutting-edge innovators and our historic 
British cider brand.”

Many cider producers are now 
replicating trends in beer to encourage 
people to trade up. The new Heineken 
brands do this by being offered in both 
50cl bottles and craft-style 33cl cans 
(four-packs).

Other producers have also been 
testing this new arena. Darryl Hinksman, 
Westons’ head of customer marketing 
and insight, says research shows a higher 
proportion of millennials drinking 
ciders that sit between mainstream and 
premium.

“These millennials tend to be interested 
in organic or ‘natural’ products, which 
have genuine provenance and heritage as 
well as delivering on taste.

“This move to have more structured 
tiers in the cider aisles will definitely make 
it easier for retailers to merchandise cider 
as long as they properly differentiate 
between the tiers and have clear 
signposting showing mainstream ciders 
moving through into premium.”

Hinksman points to a number of 
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PACKAGING 

MORE THAN CANS:
It’s not just about cans. Sharing formats are also encouraging 
people to trade up, plus these variants are designed more at 
stealing market share from wine (and sparkling wine) rather 
than beer.

Kopparberg recently revealed its Sparkling Rose Cider, a 
7% abv sharing cider in flavours of strawberry and raspberry, 
priced at £6.50 a bottle.

At a more premium price, Cidrerie Stassen is another 75cl 
sharing format for cider. The Belgian brand was introduced to 
the UK this year by Heineken.

And another player in this sector is Merrydown. The 
well-known brand has just been relaunched with a new look, 
but the cider will continue to be packaged in a 75cl sharing 
format bottle. 

Amanda Grabham, head of brands marketing for alcohol 
at SHS Drinks, says: “Merrydown’s strengths are as an 
established brand which already has a loyal and broad 
consumer base. Unusually for a heritage cider brand it 
appeals to both higher affluence shoppers who are seeking 
quality authenticity, as well as to ‘on a budget’ shoppers 
because the 75cl sharing bottle offers an excellent tasting 
cider at great value for money when compared on a pence per 
litre basis to other heritage cider brands in 50cl bottles.”

KMLMTZ66/CIHANTERLAN/ISTOCKTHINKSTOCK

Westons brands that sit in this mid tier, 
including Stowford Press, which he says 
sits at the top of mainstream, and the 
Rosie’s Pig range of 33cl craft canned 
ciders, which it launched last autumn. 
These are “faring extremely well”, he 
says. He also points to the organic cider 
Westons Wyld Wood, which has just been 
given a new look. “Wyld Wood very much 
fills the gap between mainstream and 
premium ciders,” Hinksman says.

SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITY
Also earlier this year, Thatchers brought 
out some craft ciders in 33cl cans.  

Cidermaker Martin Thatcher says: 
“With the explosion in demand for 33cl 
craft beer, we firmly believe there’s a 
similar significant opportunity within the 
cider category. We’re seeing a whole new 
sub-category emerging for high quality 
ciders in 33cl cans. 

“The craft beer explosion has been 
embraced by the hipster generation, and 
it’s this same audience we see taking to 
craft cider. People who care about the 
heritage of cider, its authenticity, and 
love something with its own character, 
and who would enjoy a pint of traditional 

cider in the pub, are those who will be 
driving purchases. 

“Our new Barrel Roller and Leaf 
Twister, part of the Thatchers Stan’s 
range, fall within this emerging category. 
Effective merchandising of this sub-sector 
will allow consumers to recognise the 
individual character and personality of 
these ciders, and allowing them to be 
readily visible on shelf. 

“We believe cider should be 
merchandised in a structured way 
– premium mainstream bottles, 
premium mainstream cans, traditional 
premium bottles and, now, 33cl craft 
cans, each warranting their own 
dedicated space on the planogram.”

This month Brothers Cider plans to 
bring out its Hop Cider in a 33cl can, and it 
already has listings with Morrisons. Gerry 
Doyle, sales and marketing manager, 
says: “Our Hop Cider can aims to target 
both craft ale and cider drinkers and is 
an excellent pairing for light seafood and 
pasta dishes. Consumers are increasingly 
looking for products with both heritage 
and quality while ensuring they get value 
for money. A 33cl can offers this while 
maintaining profitability for retailers.”  
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CIDER WITH 
ROSIE…  
AND LEIGH
T

he name of 
Cheltenham 
independent 
Favourite Beers tells 
you its main business 
but, spurred by its 

Gloucestershire location, it has also 
made cider a significant part of its 
business. Its mix of niche bottled ciders 
and a broad draught selection saw it 
named Independent Cider Retailer of 
the Year in the 2013 Drinks Retailing 
Awards and it has since been a serial 
finalist in the competition. 

Owner Leigh Norwood guides us 
through his highlights from a range put 
together by the tasting skills of the store’s 
cider expert, his daughter, Rosie Ferner. 

SEVERN CIDER MEDIUM, 50CL 
BOTTLE, 5.4% ABV
Norwood says: “Severn Cider has been 
with us since day one. It’s a lovely 
family company, the Bull family, based 
in Gloucestershire down on the River 
Severn. The first time they delivered to us 
it was out of the back of their car and Nick 
Bull did our first Meet the Cidermaker. 
They are consistently really good ciders 
and this is probably the only cider that 
gets anywhere close to being in our top 20 
sellers each year. It’s because they’re local. 
People do like local provenance.” 

OLN: YOU WENT INTO CIDER FROM 
THE DAY YOU OPENED DID YOU?
“We had a reasonable cider selection but 
I knew very little about the producers 
because my background was mainly 
from organising beer festivals. When we 
started we got a Herefordshire wholesaler 

Leigh Norwood of award-winning Favourite Beers guides Nigel 
Huddleston through a selection of his favourite ciders

ANALYSIS: TASTING

to stock up our ciders but one of the 
exceptions was Severn, which delivered 
directly to us and we got to know. They 
came in and talked to us about how they 
make their cider. It was a nice approach.”

HOW OFTEN DO YOU HAVE MEET 
THE CIDERMAKER EVENTS? 
“We don’t do them over the winter but we 
will probably have five over the summer. 
We focus on smaller producers. I don’t 
tend to schedule other types of tasting 
any more because we’ve got so many 
events being booked by organisations 
and companies. We offer them a whole 
range. Cider and cheese matching is 
the most popular. We team up with the 
Cheeseworks shop in Cheltenham and 
they do notes on the cheeses. Every time 
we do events we’re getting new people 
coming in.”

DUNKERTONS BLACK FOX, 50CL 
BOTTLE, 7% ABV
“All the apples for this come from 
Herefordshire, where Dunkertons started. 
The family business has been passed 
down to Julian Dunkerton, who started 

Leigh Norwood

We mark a lot of our beers 
and ciders with symbols to 
show they’re organic – as 
well as things like gluten-
free and vegan
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up Cult Clothing in Cheltenham, which 
morphed into Super Dry, which is now 
a worldwide clothing empire. For the 
cider, it’s just moved to a massive new 
enterprise outside Cheltenham, with 
Battledown brewery and Sibling gin from 
Cheltenham. They’re going for loads of 
artisanal products being developed on 
site and developing a marketplace for 
them as well. 

“It’s one of the few organic cidermakers 
and that’s something people like. We do 
have people who come in and buy only 
organic beer and ciders. We mark a lot 
of our beers and ciders with symbols to 
show they’re organic – as well as things 

like gluten-free and vegan. It’s incredibly 
apple-y, which may sound stupid when 
you’re talking about cider… but some are 
really in your face for apples.”

DO YOU GET THE SAME VARIETY IN 
CIDER AS IN BEER?
“No. Cider is very basic. With cider, the 
yeasts will have some impact but it’s 
primarily the variety of apples that makes 
the differences. A really good cidermaker 
will blend a lot of different apples 
together to make a cider. Every year, each 
batch is going to be very different because 
the they’re at the mercy of the weather 
and the yields and crops will differ.”  

010-011 Leigh Norwood OLN Cider Supp 2017.indd   11 03/04/2017   11:20
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IN A WAY IT’S MORE SIMILAR TO 
MAKING WINE THAN BEER, WITH 
FEWER VARIABLES I GUESS?
“Yes. In beer you’ve got four basic things 
you can change before anything extra 
that might be added. The different types 
of yeast makes a massive difference to the 
character of beer.”

DOES YOUR CUSTOMER BASE 
DIFFER BETWEEN BEER AND CIDER?
“I’ve got some people who will only buy 
cider. Others buy beer in the winter and 
cider in the summer. Cider sales are 
seasonal but we still sell cider on the 
coldest, most horrible winter days you 
can imagine. We probably see a 20%-30% 
uplift in the hottest months, particularly 
draught ciders.”

HOGAN’S FRENCH REVELATION, 
50CL BOTTLE, 4.8% ABV 
“This is a keeved cider. Hogan’s is in 
Warwickshire but it’s a traditional Brittany 
and Normandy style. When it presses the 
apples it doesn’t start fermenting them 
straight away. They’re left in the container 
the pressed pulp has gone into overnight. 
The maceration process allows the pulp 
to oxidise and the pectins to be released 
from the cell walls. The pulp is pressed 
and it gives a thick, dark juice that’s rich 
in flavour. It makes for a slight sweetness 
and it’s quite soft. They’re so distinctive. 
If you gave me a keeved cider in a blind 
tasting I’d know it immediately. To my 
knowledge there’s only Hogan’s and Pilton 
in Somerset doing them in the UK. We had 
Pilton in as well and it did very well.”

ROSS-ON-WYE HEADLESS MAN, 
50CL, 6.5% ABV
“Mike Johnson, the cidermaker, is one of 
the world-renowned experts and goes 
around the globe helping people set 
up cider companies. Ross-on-Wye has 
gone through so many different styles. 
It’s probably our biggest selling single 
producer of cider. It does such a wide 
range of single varietal ciders, good 
blended ciders and barrel-aged ciders. 
This is aged in rum barrels. 

“We’ve got three or four barrel-aged 
ciders in at the moment. It does impart 
a very different flavour. The tannins 
become less significant and you get vanilla 
flavours coming in from the oak and 
they’re slightly sweeter. We’ve got people 
who are massive fans of the barrel-aged 
stuff.” 

GWENT Y DDRAIG BLACK DRAGON, 
50CL BOTTLE, 6.5% ABV
“We’ve got a lot of Welsh people in 
Cheltenham who look for Welsh products. 
I saw the producers at a trade show and I 

went for it because it just tastes incredible, 
and it’s equally good when we have it 
on draught or in bottles. It’s at a lot of 
beer festivals and sells well. It’s just so 
easy-drinking but with a very full flavour. 
Sometimes you get an artificial sweetness 
with ciders but this is a really clean taste. If 
I just fancy sitting with a glass of cider this 
is the one I go for.”

SXOLLIE GRANNY SMITH, 33CL 
BOTTLE, 4.5% ABV 
SO HOW DO WE SAY THAT?
“Skolly, I believe. I met this at Craft Beer 
Rising last year. It’s South African and 
the branding is just brilliant. It only had 
one cider then but now it’s got three and 
together the branding really stands out. 
It’s really modern and it’s unusual to get 
ciders from varieties that people normally 
know as eating apples. 

“There’s a Granny Smith and a Golden 
Delicious. We wanted to have a few 
international ciders. We’ve got American 
hard ciders, French cider and we’ve had 
Spanish ciders. If it’s good quality and 
interesting I’ll get ciders from anywhere. 
Cider’s a world-wide thing. 

WHAT DICTATES YOUR BUYING 
DECISIONS?
“We do it mostly on taste. We’re very fussy. 
In the early days we took a lot that we 
weren’t prepared for and we got burnt a 
few times by having low-quality products. 
It doesn’t matter how good the branding is 
– you can get someone to buy something 
once on the packaging but they won’t 
come back if it doesn’t taste good.”  

If it’s good quality and 
interesting I’ll get ciders 
from anywhere. Cider’s a 
world-wide thing

Norwood’s 
Cheltenham store
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COVERING 
ALL BASES

Unusual in that it covers 
just about every category, 
Aston Manor gives Martin 
Green the lowdown on 
everything from high-
strength to craft

FEATURE: ASTON MANOR

O
ne of the greatest 
challenges facing cider 
is the threat of the 
anti-alcohol lobby, 
which singled out 
high-strength cider 

for a Budget clobbering and other 
punitive legislation. 

The likes of the Alcohol Health Alliance 
are prone to making unsubstantiated 
claims that are gobbled up by overworked 
news editors looking for a cheap headline. 

This has helped the AHA wield great 
infl uence over the government, which 
announced it will consult on slapping a 
new duty band on white cider in its March 
Budget.

Aston Manor, the supplier of leading 
brand Frosty Jack’s, is on the frontline of 
this battle and has grown frustrated by the 
barrage of criticism around white cider. 
It has decided to become more robust in 
challenging the prohibitionists. 

“We want to do proper research and 
challenge some of the urban myths that 
people like the AHA and others are very 
happy to make around white cider,” says 
managing director Gordon Johncox. 
“We recognise that certain vulnerable, 
dependent people drink to excess and 
give themselves problems, but that’s a 
tiny, tiny minority. We don’t like to see 
products being misused. It’s not in the 
interests of the business or the brand.” 

Aston Manor alone has removed 100 
million units from the market by scaling 
back promotional activity and other 
initiatives, and puts responsibility at the 
heart of its strategy. “We have to be able 
to look at ourselves in the mirror and be 
confi dent we are doing the right things,” 
says Johncox. “What we are not doing is 
activity that is in any way irresponsible or 
encouraging irresponsibility. We just have 
to be true to ourselves.”

Frosty Jack’s is Aston Manor’s largest 
brand, but the supplier is somewhat 
unusual in that it straddles almost 
every part of the category. It is the UK’s 
second largest supplier and provides 
own-label for most of the off -trade, while 
in Kingstone Press it has a recognised 
mainstream brand and a fruit cider 
off ering. It has Frosty Jack’s and 
Crumpton Oaks at the value end and 
Knights and Friels at the premium end. 
“Because our portfolio extends from 
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Cidermakers have embraced 
the lessons of craft beer to 
demonstrate more diversity, 
language around ingredients 
and apple varieties
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value to premium, we don’t have any 
vested interest in trying to position any 
one part of the market over another,” says 
marketing controller Justin Way. 

He is pleased to see the category benefi t 
from the energy around fruit cider, but he 
urges the trade to champion apple cider, 
which accounts for three-quarters of sales 
and is showing impressive growth at the 
premium end. “The growth in premium 
apple is double digit, and that’s the story, 
a resurgence,” he says. “The continued 
growth story around fruit cider is a 
multipack can increasing its distribution.”

ADAPTING SUCCESSES
Way has a background in the ale industry 
and has been adapting some of the biggest 
successes craft beer has enjoyed for the 
cider category. Contemporary craft cider 
in funky 33cl cans is a big focus, while the 
company is also backing mini-kegs and 
bag-in-box. “Providing a range of formats 
for diff erent occasions and consumers is 
something cider traditionally hasn’t done 
as well as other categories,” Way says. 
“It’s about diversity of brand, product 
and format that’s serving more shopper 
missions and shopper needs. It’s not as 
one-dimensional as it used to be. You have 
to move with those trends and with what 
consumers are looking for. Retailers want 
to deliver diff erent things for their ranges. 

“Within a premium bottled range, 
in a similar way to how beer suppliers 
have helped range navigation by 
merchandising by style, that is maybe 
something that can be looked at in cider, 
around apple varieties. You could have 
dessert and culinary apple ciders, and 
bittersweet and bitter-sharp cider, so you 
diff erentiate the range in that way.”

The 33cl can is at the forefront of a 
move away from traditional premium 
cider towards a “craft cider” designed to 
woo younger adults and craft beer fans.

“They are all 100% juice, they all have a 
variation on story, their packaging is very 
diff erent to some of the more traditional 
cues,” says Way. “The inspiration comes 
from craft beer. It is attracting a younger, 
more affl  uent shopper. 

“People want provenance, authenticity, 
to know the cidermaker’s story, and the 
ingredients in what they are drinking. 

“Cidermakers have embraced the 
lessons of craft beer to demonstrate more 
diversity, language around ingredients, 
apple varieties leading to fl avour 
characteristics. It has moved cider away 
from being one-dimensional.

“Friels uses culinary dessert apples, 
and Knights uses 100% bittersweet 
apples, so both are 100% juice ciders 
using diff erent apple varieties to produce 
diff erent fl avour characteristics. When we 
present it in those terms at samplings they 
get it and it’s a revelation to people that 
there are certain diff erent types of apple 
varieties. The fact that you have got eating 
apples and cider apples and brands that 
clearly call out the diff erences between 
them – that creates a discovery element in 
cider that hasn’t been there before.”

Aston Manor certainly has diversity of 
brand, with 40 spread across its portfolio 
and 80 projects on the block at its 
innovation lab. But it urges convenience 
retailers not to turn their backs on the 
humble value cider, typically sold in PET 
bottles or large multipacks at a lower than 
average price point. Despite not being 
sold in supermarkets Frosty Jack’s is the 
UK’s second bestselling cider brand after 
Strongbow, says Aston Manor, and it is 
bigger than IRI or Nielsen would suggest 
because they do not cover parts of the 
convenience channel. 

Even taking that discrepancy on board, 
it can point to IRI fi gures showing that 
value cider makes up 50% of apple cider 
sales in convenience. In that channel 
47% of apple cider is sold in PET format, 
and that rises to 53% when you only 
look at symbols and independents. 
Some suppliers urge c-stores to devote 
less than 10% of their range to value 
cider, but Aston Manor counters that. 
“When you look at convenience the role 
of value apple and value PET is much 
bigger,” says Way. “This provides for the 
convenience channel a bit more of an 
exclusive. Some of the brands available in 
that value sector, such as Frosty Jack’s and 
Crumpton Oaks, are only really available 
in the convenience channel because 
supermarkets don’t take them. So the role 
of PET cider within convenience is much 
greater, because it’s a reason to drive 
footfall into those stores. 

“When you are considering a 
convenience range, the role of PET 
cider should be refl ected more than 
a supermarket range, driven by the 
shopper base.”

Value cider shoppers visit more 
frequently than mainstream and premium 
shoppers, and Aston Manor’s research 
shows they are typically responsible 
drinkers, with 92% of the 402 white cider 
drinkers it surveyed saying they are in 
work, and people in crisis represent “a 
tiny, tiny minority” of its consumers.  

Some of the Aston 
Manor range
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KOPPARBERG PLACES ITSELF 
WITH HERITAGE MESSAGE 

K
opparberg is a place 
you can visit as well as 
a drink – a concept 
many of its fans are 
unaware of. It’s a 
challenge the Swedish 

cider producer is on a mission to address.
Neil Robinson, Kopparberg’s head 

of off-trade, says: “Making it clear we 
are from a town called Kopparberg is 
something we have been trying to do 
through our advertising and POS to get 
that heritage message out there.

“It can be very noisy in the drinks 
category and confusing for consumers 
because there’s so much to understand, 
so POS in cider has really got to explain 
the category or, if we drill down to 
product level, POS could explain the taste 
or craft of the drink. Trying to use POS to 
inform consumers and help retailers is 
really important.”

Over a few 
years we have 
worked on 
being subtly 
different

Swedish cider on a mission to educate drinkers about its home-town roots and meet changing 
demands of modern consumers. Sonya Hook reports

FEATURE: KOPPARBERG

The cider category has had a successful 
decade in the UK but it faces the same 
challenges as many BWS sectors, such 
as how to support retailers in a changing 
marketplace.

It all comes down to innovation, 
according to Robinson, and he points out 
that the rise of the discounters presents 
an opportunity for suppliers to tailor NPD 
to the supermarkets.

“The discounters have done an 
incredible job and they have put pressure 
on the big four, but the big four have 
battled back amazingly well. It’s an 
exciting retail market now – I think that 
the big four, along with the Co-op and 
Waitrose, have on the whole found their 
niche and they are all coming out fighting.

“We can point to some phenomenal 
performances over the past few years. 
Tesco and Morrisons have performed 
exceptionally well, Sainsbury’s continues 

to do well, the Co-op has done absolutely 
fabulously and Asda will no doubt come 
back apace.”

From Kopparberg’s point of view, 
coming up with NPD in cider is 
nothing new. Last year’s innovation – 
the Kopparkeg – was a huge success, 
according to Robinson, and the 5-litre 
sharing keg will be back in greater volume 
and in more stores this summer.

“With Kopparkeg we wanted to do 
things a bit differently and we knew that 
kegs were successful in ale. It’s been 
a great piece of NPD for us as it offers 
something different to the market as well 
as presenting a different serving occasion. 
It went into two multiple retailers last 
summer and sales were phenomenal.

“Over the past few years we have 
worked on being subtly different. Our 
33cl cans were very successful and when 
we started selling those the majority of 

The Kopparberg 
Brewery is based in 
Kopparberg, Sweden
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The industry can do more 
and it is the same for all 
brewers, the issue of looking 
at how you manage alcoholic 
strength and sugar content

S_ROBERG/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

our competitive set were selling bigger 
packs. We didn’t want to do that. Our 
10-packs of 33cl cans have been great for 
the convenience sector. Over the past few 
years others have been moving to 10x33cl 
cans, so we know it’s been a successful 
concept.”

LESS IS MORE
Another challenge in cider of course is 
how to drive value when many shoppers 
want to drink less often and consume 
less alcohol and less sugar. This is where 
pushing forwards with innovation can 
really help retailers, Robinson says, and 
he points to Kopparberg’s history of NPD 
in response to this trend.

“We launched our first alcohol-free 
product a long time ago and it is now 
available in lots of variants in our 
portfolio, so really we were ahead of the 
game in that area. 

“And over the past couple of years 
we introduced Kopparberg Light. We 
introduced it in a 25cl can format one 
year ago and it has worked very well for 
us, and we now have a second flavour in 
this range.

“We haven’t tried to run too quickly 
with Light. We know consumers want to 
control the amount of calories they are 
consuming in a week, so we have taken 
our time to get the right product off the 
back of a strong brand. 

“These products also offer some 
excitement from Kopparberg, and the 
25cl format helps for those looking at 
portion control too. There will be more 
from us with Light over the next couple of 
years without a doubt. It is a small area for 
us now but it will grow.

“I think the industry can do more 
and it is the same for all brewers, 
the issue of looking at how you 
manage alcoholic strength 
and sugar content. With 
Alcohol-free and Light 
we have two successful 
products which tackle 
some of these challenges 
so we are on the right 
track at the moment.

“It’s an industry 
challenge and 
we are being 
proactive but so 
are others. Bud 

Light, for example, has some really strong 
marketing, and Brewdog’s Nanny State is a 
successful alcohol-free brand. 

“Brewdog moving into this space 
is testament that this is now what 
consumers are looking for.”

Robinson is certain that plenty of good 
stuff will come out of the cider market 
this year, but he stresses that the industry 
can’t stand still.

“When you look at other markets, 
both gin and beer are seeing the impact 

of craft, and craft has really invigorated 
the market for beer and for ale. 

Prosecco, meanwhile, has invigorated 
the sparkling wine sector. We have to 

disrupt the market and I think cider 
needs more.

“Cider is a fantastic category 
with great brands but the 

category is crying out 
for real innovation 
this year and there 
are lots of areas to 
take inspiration 
from. Customers 
are prepared to pay 
more for something 
that is slightly higher 

quality and the cider 
market is ripe for 
good and disruptive 

innovation that is 
appropriate for the time 

we are in now.”  

Neil Robinson
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HERITAGE 
WINS OVER 
FAMILIARITY

O
ne of the biggest 
trends in the cider 
market in the past year 
has been the 
plummeting of sales of 
brewer cider brands 

such as Stella Artois Cidre, Somersby 
and Carling.

This is disappointing as their ad 
spend boosted the overall category, 
but consumers have been rejecting 
mainstream brands in favour of those 
with provenance and heritage.

That plays directly into the hands of 
Westons, an ambitious family-owned 
producer keen to break out of its west of 
England heartland. 

Westons has an abundance of heritage, 
provenance and authenticity, but has 
really backed this up with marketing 
muscle and a strong pipeline of 
innovation in recent times. 

While the likes of Carlsberg and AB-
Inbev – whose cider brands were arguably 
launched as a defence against Heineken’s 
Strongbow – pull their marketing spend, 
Westons has ramped its up. 

The results are clear. Its off-trade sales 
grew 11.9% (IRI, year to December) in 2016, 
leaving it behind only Heineken, Aston 
Manor, Kopparberg and Magners supplier 
C&C in terms of retail trade footprint. 

It is by no means resting on its laurels 
and has been tapping into the trends that 
are driving the category forwards: 33cl 
cans of “craft cider”, which it pioneered 
through Caple Rd; bag-in-box; organic; 
low-alcohol; and it is even experimenting 
with fruit cider. 

The one that really looks set to ensure 
Westons’ sales continue their upward 
curve is Stowford LA, a 0.5% abv cider  
that has just been listed at Britain’s  
largest retailer. 

“When it comes to lowering alcohol, 
cider has an advantage over beer because 
it doesn’t lose as much of its flavour,” 
says head of customer marketing Darryl 
Hinksman. “Low-alcohol ciders still taste 
like cider. When it comes to low-alcohol 
products, off-trade consumers want 
brands they can trust. 

“The split between branded and own-
label is much higher in favour of branded 
in low-alcohol than it is in mainstream. 

“The key for the off-trade is to stock a 
decent range. Tesco is leading the charge 
by combining low-alcohol cider and beer 
in one fixture, next to the low-alcohol 
wine. The shopper mission is to look for 
something low alcohol. When people try 
low-alcohol ciders they will realise there is 
no sacrifice in taste. 

“Stowford LA is doing exceptionally 
well because, as of the last Tesco reset, we 
now have virtually 100% distribution in 
Tesco. We went from a handful of stores 
to 800. Tesco knows what it’s doing. It’s 

The health 
lobby is 
targeting 
the value 
end

Consumers are giving mainstream brands the cold-
shoulder as they seek provenance and authenticity from 
the likes of Westons, says Martin Green

FEATURE: WESTONS
doing it for a reason, because there’s a 
demand for it. The first five days’ data 
is really encouraging for a new product 
that’s not actually on the cider fixture. We 
have had to up-weight our production 
facility for Stowford LA because of this, 
and other people will look at what Tesco 
is doing and start asking us questions.”

LOWER ALCOHOL ON THE UP
Championing these lower-alcohol 
products helps the trade show it is being 
responsible, a particular concern for 
the cider category – which seems to be 
the main target of the Alcohol Health 
Alliance’s wrath at present. “The health 
lobby is targeting the value end and that 
is in decline as nearly all cider producers 
focus on lower-abv products and smaller 
format sizes,” says Hinksman. “There are 
fewer value brands. The cider industry 

has responded in a pretty responsible way 
so far. A fixture three or four years ago is 
very different to a fixture now. There are 
far fewer value and own-label brands.” 

He adds: “The value sector of cider is 
in decline. PET white cider is in decline. 
It’s good news for the category and good 
news for those of us in the traditional, 
heritage side of cider. The value sub-
segment has a role, but everything 
is about premiumisation and it’s the 
antithesis of premiumisation. It’s a big 
chunk of what convenience retailers sell 
but it’s in decline. 

“These guys have to get the range right 
because they have limited space, so they 
should look at what’s going on. Value cider 
is in decline. Pear cider is in freefall. The 
growth is in traditional and craft. That 
suits these guys longer term. 

“In chillers, maximise the space you 

The real deal: family 
producers are 
getting the thumbs 
up
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Fruit cider is bringing new 
drinkers into the category. 
Our job is to keep them 
there, keep them interested, 
educate them
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can allocate to cider. On hot days allocate 
more space to chilled cider because you 
get that uplift. If you have the flexibility to 
do that, get the range right. 

“Look hard at pear cider. Right-size 
what you have in value and premium and 
craft. Cans are becoming increasingly 
important as a pack format.”

Consumer education is another major 
challenge for the cider industry, which 
has arguably been left behind by craft 
beer as the average consumer starts to 
gain an understanding of different hop 
varieties and styles. 

“It’s all about as much education as you 
can realistically give at point of purchase,” 
says Hinksman. “You can do so much with 
shelf-edge labels, little booklets that talk 
about the production process. We are 
working with a couple of retailers to try to 
bring the story of cider production to life 
at the fixture. 

“Tastings are a great way of 
communicating with shoppers. I know 
not everyone can do it and space is 
an issue, but there are lots of other 
communication channels besides just the 
shelf strip. 

“If they have a magazine we can tell the 

story of how cider is made and get that 
story across.”

With its fifth-generation cidermakers, 
its 100% juice ciders and its clear 
Herefordshire roots, Westons seems 
like it occupies a totally different 

category to Strongbow Dark Fruit, 
or the Scandi-chic Kopparberg and 
Rekorderlig. Some industry insiders 
have argued that fruit cider is now a 

separate category to apple cider, but 
Hinksman says it all falls under the 
broad cider umbrella. “We constantly 
need to evaluate the categorisation 
we use for the market,” he says. “Cider 
with fruit is growing rapidly, at the 
expense of pear mainly. It’s bringing 
new drinkers into the category 
because it’s quite accessible. Our job 
is to keep them there, keep them 
interested, educate them.”  

Stowford 
Press LA is 
a response 
to 
demand
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MERRY BERRIES

I
f Brexit were a cider it 
would probably be a 
fruit flavour – 
unashamedly populist, 
sticking two fingers up 
at the cider elite and 

with evidential data that causes a fair 
amount of head scratching. The 
difference is that, in fruit cider’s case, the 
confounding evidence is nothing to do 
with its veracity, just that it flies in the 
face of what’s happening in the wider 
cider market.

While the off-trade cider market as 
a whole has more or less flatlined, fruit 
cider continues to grow, now accounting 
for almost a third of all cider sales, up 
10.1% in 2016, according to IRI figures in 
the Westons Cider Report 2017.

Strongbow Dark Fruit is one of the most 
successful alcohol product launches of the 
day and is now the second-biggest selling 
cider in the off-trade, behind its parent 
brand. Kopparberg Mixed Fruit and 
Strawberry & Lime complete the top four.

Matthew Langley, category 
development manager at Westons, which 
markets rhubarb and damson canned 
ciders under its Rosie’s Pig brand and is 

Innovation 
in packaging 
will ensure 
future 
growth 

Dark fruits have taken over the flavoured cider category. Nigel Huddleston looks at the latest 
entrants and where the category is going next

ANALYSIS: FRUIT CIDER

about to add an on-trade-only still cherry 
cider to the range, says berry flavours now 
account for 89% of fruit sales, as an early 
rush by producers to get behind citrus 
and gingery products recedes.

“When we’re talking about fruit we’re 
really talking about a sweet purple cider,” 
he says. 

His colleague, head of brands Sally 
McKinnon, adds: “There has been a huge 
shift in [marketing] investment across the 
cider category away from apple cider and 
into fruit.”

Emma Sherwood-Smith, cider 
brands director at Strongbow supplier 
Heineken, says that “fruit cider is still 
in massive growth” for the company, 
which is refreshing its Old Mout premium 
fruit cider range with the addition of 
Strawberry & Pomegranate flavour. 

Heineken has also added a craft-like 
spin to the top end of fruit cider with its 
Blind Pig range, comprising Whiskey, 
Honey & Apple, Rum & Poached Pear and 
Bourbon & Blueberry flavours.

“The serve is out of the bottle, not long 
over ice,” says Sherwood-Smith. “It’s a 
really exciting opportunity that’s reaching 
out to new consumers.”

But much NPD in the category is 
focusing on red fruits and Strongbow 
Dark Fruit is the brand that other fruit 
ciders have to measure their success by.

RAPID RESPONSE
Magners owner C&C Brands launched 
Blackthorn Dark Fruit at the back end 
of last year and the start of 2017 has 
already seen Molson Coors respond to the 
storming success of the Strongbow spin-
off with the launch of Carling Black Fruits.

Brothers Cider is launching a Mixed 
Berry flavour in the 1-litre still cider 
cartons it introduced last year exclusively 
in Tesco. The new flavour will be listed by 
Morrisons.

Sales & marketing manager Gerry 
Doyle says: “The category is still growing 
and continued innovation in different 
packaging formats and styles will ensure 
future growth.”

Doyle sees the cartons as a “recyclable, 
resealable and portable packaging format, 
ideal for taking to festivals and events” 
and support for the packs includes 
giving away 1,000 “festival survival kits” 
containing earplugs, hand sanitiser and 
disposable toilet seat covers.

Wild about fruit
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The younger and more 
vibrant areas of the 
category, such as fruit cider, 
are in growth

Diageo added Summer Fruits to its 
Pimm’s Cider Cup range in 2016 alongside 
two other additions, Mango & Passionfruit 
and Plum & Red Apple. 

It also launched Smirnoff cider last 
year, though its new flavour for 2017 is 
Mandarin & Pink Grapefruit, which goes 
against the purple fruit grain on flavoured 
cider trends.

“We will also be launching our existing 
variants into a new 33cl can multipack,” 
says Katie Hunter, Diageo’s innovation 
commercialisation manager. 

“We have brought this product to 
market following consumer research 
which showed that, while apple and pear 
ciders are in decline, the younger and 
more vibrant areas of the category, such 
as fruit cider, are in growth.”

Hunter says retailers should keep 
a close eye on developments in the 
market as the pace of change is so fast.

“As a category in growth, there 
are always new fruit ciders and craft 
ciders launching throughout the 

year, so retailers should regularly 
review their range to include 
innovations,” she says.

Though Strongbow Dark 
Fruit has dominated recent 
sub-category growth, 
the real explosion in fruit 

cider started in Sweden 
with Kopparberg and, more 

lately, Rekorderlig. 
Kopparberg is now the 

number two supplier of 
branded cider to the off-trade, 
behind only Heineken.

Rob Salvesen, Kopparberg 
senior marketing 

manager, 

says he expects to see “craft propositions 
start to become viable contenders within 
the category” in the next 12 months.

While much of the focus in fruit cider 
is on big brands, there are a handful of 
smaller, local producers in the category 
as well.

EDUCATIONAL ROLE
Leigh Norwood, at award-winning 
Cheltenham bottle shop Favourite Beers, 
thinks fruit ciders can play an educational 
role in the wider cider market. His range 
includes Maverick, a bag-in-box draught 
ginger and chili cider from Orchard Pig.

“It’s not really like a cider, but it smells 
incredible and does really well when it’s 
sold at beer festivals,” says Norwood. 

“We don’t do an awful lot of fruit ciders 
– we do Anning’s [from Lyme Bay Winery] 
and Saxby’s, which does a brilliant 
rhubarb cider – but consumers do try 
them and move on to experiment with 
other ciders in the range as a result.” 

Salvesen at Kopparberg thinks 
consumer health concerns will also start 
to make a bigger impact in the fruit cider 
segment.

The company has just added 
Raspberry flavour to its Kopparberg Light 
sub-brand, which has only 85 calories  
per pack. 

“Kopparberg Light comes in a 25cl 
can format, which makes it ideal for 
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those consumers who want to control the 
number of calories they are consuming 
and the total amount of alcohol per 
serve,” says Salvesen.

He adds that he expects to see fewer, 
but more carefully chosen, fruit products 
on the shelves of major retailers over the 
coming months, attempting to avoid the 
“flavour conveyor belt” that became the 
Achilles heel for RTDs such as Bacardi 
Breezer in their heyday.

“Retailers have kept a close ear to the 
ground and have really got to grips with 
the needs and wants of their shoppers,” 
Salvesen says. 

“This strategy can be demonstrated 
through the range rationalisation that has 
taken place in the key retailers over the 
past several months. 

“Retailers understand that shoppers 
remain loyal to their favourite brands and 
that flavour duplication simply adds to 
shopper confusion at point of purchase. 

“When fruit cider launched, flavours 
were seen by consumers as new and 
exciting and retailers naturally reacted 
accordingly. In a now more mature 
category, shoppers have established their 
favourite brands within the category and 
remain loyal to them.

“Although range rationalisation has 
resulted in fewer brands and variants 
being sited on fixtures, retailers 
understand the need to drive excitement 
into their categories and, as a result, 
are giving space on shelf to the true 
innovators within the category.”

Kopparberg’s innovations 
include 7% abv sharing bottles 
of Sparkling Rosé cider in 
Strawberry and Raspberry 
flavours, and Kopparkeg, a 
limited run 5-litre mini-keg 
which appeared last summer, 
which Salvesen says will reappear 
shortly.  
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US SETS 
BLUEPRINT 
FOR CRAFT 
SUCCESSI

’m in a conference 
room with 1,200 
cidermakers. The 
atmosphere is electric 
– despite recent 
wobbles, the success 

story of the category over the past few 
years has been incredible. Cidermakers 
big and small, artisanal and mass, of 
ciders traditional and experimental, 
pure apple and flavoured with other 
fruits, are congratulating each other on 
success so far, and working together on 
priorities to push the category even 
further. While there are various agendas 
in the room, people are putting their 
differences aside and finding common 
ground in the belief that educating both 
consumers and retailers about what 
cider is and what it has to offer is the  
top priority. 

Damn, I wish this were happening back 
home in Britain. 

Cidercon happens every February in 
the States, and this year it’s in Chicago. 
Last time I was here, three years ago, the 
event was about a quarter of the size it 
is now, and I knew most of the country’s 
cidermakers personally. Now there are 
people here from most of America’s 
50 states. The pace of growth has been 
staggering. The energy is infectious. 

I thought it was pretty good last 
time and felt that, if we weren’t careful, 
America would seize the global initiative 
in cider production and promotion and 
become the thought leader, just as it did 
in craft beer. Now, that has happened. 
The UK may still be the global market 
leader in terms of volume production 
and consumption of cider, but the energy, 
passion, inventiveness and intelligence at 
Cidercon makes the world’s biggest cider 
market look like a parochial backwater. 

A year ago, I wrote in this publication 
about the need for the British cider 
market to establish a meaningful craft/
super-premium segment. It’s something 
I’ve been saying for about five years now. 
I speak regularly to producers across the 
industry and have found no one who 
disagrees. But it still hasn’t happened – at 
least, not in the eyes of the consumer. 
The dynamism of the American scene 
highlights just how far we have to go. 

It’s frustrating. Whenever I try to 

Cider in the UK has so 
far failed to convince 
consumers of the quality 
of the craft and super-
premium tiers. Pete 
Brown investigates why

FEATURE: SUPER-PREMIUM

convert someone to good cider, the story 
is always the same. The mildly curious 
drinker, clutching their can of craft beer, 
will explain that they don’t like ciders 
from the big, commercial brands because 
they manage to be sweet and watery at 
the same time, with nothing to interest 
the discerning palate. Ditto fruit ciders, 
only more so. 

So then you go to the other end of the 
scale to try what you’ve been told is the 
good stuff – the farmhouse cider that’s 
cloudy and funky, sharp and acrid and 
occasionally brilliant, but off-putting to 
those looking for something clean and 
refreshing. The serve doesn’t do it any 
favours. Poured at room temperature 
from a bag-in-box on the bar, or served 
in a plastic carton to take home, in every 
sense it looks the opposite of premium 
and is, at best, an acquired taste. 

And so the curious drinker looks at the 

mainstream and looks at the premium, 
artisanal end, rejects both and, quite 
reasonably, comes to the conclusion that 
they don’t like cider.

BARRIERS TO AWARENESS
When I get these drinkers, and introduce 
them to something like Apple County’s 
single variety Dabinett, Sheppy’s Oak 
Matured Vintage or Armagh’s fruity, 
rounded Maddens Mellow, without fail 
they say: “Well, if I’d known cider could be 
like that, I’d be drinking it all the time.”

I’ve had this reaction from both trade 
and consumers alike – and from the trade, 
it’s usually: “I’d be drinking more of it 
myself and also stocking a much bigger 
range.” So why didn’t they know that cider 
could “be like that”?

Part of the problem is that these 
producers remain relatively small, without 
the marketing clout to cut through. In 

There’s a real buzz 
around cider in the 
states as producers 
pull together to 
educate consumers
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Part of the problem is that 
these producers remain 
relatively small, without the 
marketing clout to  
cut through
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many ways this is part of cider’s appeal – 
there’s still a sense of discovery to it that’s 
lacking in so many product sectors. But 
that only works if people are aware there’s 
something out there to discover and 
motivated to explore. 

Back in the States, there’s been one 
important shift compared to when I was 
last there three years ago. Back then, 
when I raised the notion of a “craft” 
cider category, it was gently ridiculed by 
some of the established small producers. 
“We don’t need to be borrowing beer’s 
terminology, it’s all cider, and that’s good,” 
they said. This year, the mood is slightly 
different. Global brewers have swamped 
the cider market with big brand launches 
that initially grew volume and attracted 
new drinkers, but then peaked and began 
a heavy decline when those drinkers 
decided they didn’t fancy another. The 
US market is now in volume decline and 

distributors and retailers are saying that 
cider is over. But, when you strip out 
the big guys and just look at what the 
Americans have suddenly decided to start 
calling “craft cider”, it’s still in very strong 
growth. The definition of craft as a sector 
has become a commercial reality. 

Now is the time for a similar move in 
the UK market. Because here, we’ve been 

in volume decline for several years now. 
As predicted, cider’s old image of being 
cheap and sweet, perfect for park bench 
drinking, is starting to reassert itself. 

But if we look at the market and 
delete the big commercial brands and 
fruit ciders from one end, and tradition 
farmhouse scrumpy from the other, 
the bit in the middle – the bit that’s still a 
well-kept secret – looks at least as dynamic 
and exciting as anything the Americans 
are doing. 

It’s no coincidence that many of the 
brands driving this excitement are owned 
by people who have visited Cidercon at 
some point in the last few years. Cider 
was once America’s national drink, but 
has been almost non-existent for nearly 
a century. Just as they did with craft beer, 
American cider makers are looking to 
different traditions around the world – in 
cider’s case Britain, France and Spain  
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– adopting them and reinventing them as 
part of an open, experimental outlook.

In Britain, again just as we did with 
beer, we retained a cidermaking tradition 
and, until recently, quality producers have 
been bound by and remained faithful to 
that tradition, to the point where drinkers 
and even some cidermakers are unaware 
that any other country even makes cider. 

Now, this is opening up and there’s 
some discussion about styles. Pilton cider 
has had great commercial success with 
the French tradition of “keeving”, which 
produces a naturally sweet, low abv cider 
by arresting fermentation. Now Hogan’s 
has also introduced a keeved cider as part 
of a new Innovation Range, which also 
includes a sharp, sour cider that echoes 
the Spanish sidra tradition, and a US-style 
dry-hopped cider. This Innovation Range 
runs alongside the traditional Signature 
Range and both ranges have received a 
fresh brand makeover that seems sure 
to boost cider’s appeal to a new, non-
traditional audience. 

Hogan’s, Once Upon a Tree and 
Sandford Orchards have also introduced 
very good ice ciders – a Canadian 
style where the juice is frozen and 

concentrated before fermentation to 
create what is essentially an apple 
dessert wine. 

All these producers and more are 
now talking much more openly about 
diff erent apple varieties. The UK fi nally 
took wine to its heart when drinkers 
started to navigate the category via grape 
varieties. Education around hop varieties 
is at the heart of the craft beer boom. 
It’s a no-brainer that cider should follow 
suit, especially as there are around 4,000 
named apple varieties in the UK. 

SIGNIFICANT WORK
The most signifi cant work here has been 
undertaken by Thatchers, a cidermaker 
that straddles the line between craft and 
commercial mainstream, with products 
in each sector. As well as launching a 
Cider Barn range that consists of single 
variety Spartan and Redstreak apples and 
a blend of Morgan Sweet and Grenadier, 
Thatchers has created a periodic 
table of cider apple varieties and their 
diff erent fl avour characteristics that is as 
informative as it is beautiful to look at. 

The other two of the big three in the 
craft sector – Aspall and Westons – have 

also launched ranges that sit alongside 
their traditional, core products. Westons’ 
canned Caple Rd ciders are aimed 
squarely at the millennial craft drinker, 
and Aspall’s recent appointment of 
legendary ad agency J Walter Thompson 
suggests there’ll be a lot more news 
coming from Suff olk very soon. 

All of this is a long way from the sleepy 
image of traditional cider, the faux-beer 
of the biggest mainstream brands and the 
disguised alcopops of fruit cider. All that’s 
needed now is for more people to know 
about it, which is why it would be nice to 
see some industry equivalent of America’s 
Cidercon on these shores soon. It would 
be great to see small and medium-sized 
producers working together to promote 
quality cider, not just for cider snobs 
such as myself, but for the market as a 
whole. Craft beer may account for a small 
percentage of the total beer market, but 
it has reinvigorated interest in the entire 
category, and cider needs some of that 
same love. Because over at Cidercon, 
where the momentum of the category 
is unparalleled anywhere in the world, 
they still look to Britain as cider’s spiritual 
home and bastion of excellence.  

It would be great to 
see small and medium-
sized producers working 
together to promote 
quality cider
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WHITE CIDER ON  
HEALTH BLACKLIST

I
n the run-up to the 
Budget the Alcohol 
Health Alliance stated 
its intention to target 
7.5% abv white cider 
for a clobbering. 

It seemed fanciful because it is so 
difficult to single out various products, 
but the AHA skilfully targeted overworked 
news editors at national media titles in a 
media blitz that secured around 60 pieces 
of coverage in March.

The papers did not bother to check the 
facts and instead swallowed the alarmist 
claims hook, line and sinker. The red 
tops in particular went all out – “pocket-
money” drinks and “end the madness of 
deals on booze” were plastered over one. 

The Sun reported that street drinkers 
and children accounted for nearly all 
sales of 3-litre ciders due to their low 
price and high strength – claims that are 
unsubstantiated, well wide of the mark 
and simply invented by the AHA.

Lo and behold the Treasury, in 
delivering its March Budget, announced 
plans to consult on putting a new duty 
band on white cider above 7.5% abv. 

Drinkers of 
white cider 
are not all 
underage

Consultation begins on whether to introduce a new, higher duty 
band for ciders above 7.5%. Martin Green reports

ANALYSIS: HIGH-STRENGTH

The three-month consultation started 
towards the end of March and is still very 
much up in the air. 

Gabe Cook, communications officer at 
the National Association of Cider Makers, 
says: “The consultation document very 
clearly spells out that it is designed 
to tackle and address white ciders by 
introducing a new range just below 7.5% 
abv. It has just been released and there is 
still a huge amount of unknown. 

“In the document they say it is for 
white cider, they recognise there will be 
some unintended consequences and that 
their intention is not to penalise small 
cidermakers. 

“The methodology still isn’t known 
yet and NACM still has to speak with the 
Treasury to learn as much as possible. 

LACK OF UNDERSTANDING
“The first port of call is to understand 
which producers and which products 
are impacted by potentially something 
happening below 7.5% abv, and from there 
we will be able to have a slightly clearer 
idea of what we need to do.”

Discussing the AHA, Aston Manor 

managing director Gordon Johncox says: 
“We have to recognise that some of these 
bodies are very well funded and they 
have disproportionate influence in the 
corridors of power. So how can somebody 
such as the AHA influence HM Treasury 
to look at the duty level on a particular 
part of the cider category that is tiny in 
relation to the overall alcohol category, 
is in decline and actually the facts don’t 
substantiate its rationale for wanting to 
constantly demonise it?”

Aston Manor surveyed 402 Frosty 
Jack’s drinkers to gain an understanding 
of the demographics buying it. “Drinkers 
of white cider are not all underage 
drinkers and street drinkers,” says 
Johncox. “They are hard-working people, 
closer defined as Theresa May’s JAMs. 
Ninety-two per cent are working, nearly 
two-thirds are married, just over a third 
are parents. Their income is under 
£20,000 a year. The government is 
supposedly trying to help them.”

Westons commercial director Geoff 
Bradman adds: “There is a consultation 
paper that has been produced, and we  
are going through the machinations 
of that and putting our points of view 
across with regards to the questions the 
government is asking about ciders at 
around 7.5% abv. 

“The way it is phrased makes it very 
difficult to do, because there is no real way 
that those products can be singled out. 
You can’t do it by colour, you can’t do it by 
packaging type, so it’s very difficult. 

“White cider has 18% share of the 
market, so it’s quite small, and it’s 
declining and becoming less relevant. 
It’s a sub-segment of the marketplace we 
don’t play in.”   
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CIDERS 
COLLECTING 

AIR MILES

C
ider is seen as 
quintessentially 
English but the UK 
isn’t the only 
apple-growing nation 
to have attempted to 

make alcohol from this fruit. 
With the growing interest in craft and 

premium, plus the consumer desire to try 
new fl avours, it’s no surprise to see more 
international cider brands parachuting 
into the UK.

Of course, not all the main players in 
the off -trade are British. Kopparberg and 
Rekorderlig have been fl ying the fl ag for 
Sweden for many years now, for example. 

But if we compare cider to the huge 
category that is world beer, are we likely to 
see more brands winging their way over, 
or are these consumers more patriotic?

As in world beer, one growing trend is 
that UK brewers are muscling in on the 
act. Shepherd Neame, Budvar UK and 
Heineken have all been dipping their toes 
into this market. The latter announced last 
year it was trialling a Belgian cider brand 
(Stassen Cidre) in Sainsbury’s and it has 
further plans for the brand this year. 

One growing 
trend is that 
UK brewers 
are muscling 
in on the act

While home-grown brands are close to the hearts of consumers, world ciders are starting to 
make more of a mark in the drinks aisles. Sonya Hook reports

FEATURE: OVERSEAS VISITORS

Toby Lancaster, category and shopper 
marketing director at Heineken, says 
its New Zealand fruit cider, Old Mout, 
saw strong growth last year, up 34.7% 
(Nielsen, full year 2016). 

Brewer Shepherd Neame, meanwhile, 
made the move last year to take on the 
rights to import and distribute the leading 
US craft cider Angry Orchard Crisp Apple 
in the UK. The cider is brewed in small 
batches using sweet culinary apples from 
France and bittersweet apples from Italy. 

Claire Young, national off -trade 
controller at Shepherd Neame, said: 
“Angry Orchard is proving popular with 
consumers. Its fi rst UK multiple listing 
in Tesco in April 2016 led to an extended 
listing in Tesco stores nationwide in 
September 2016. Most recently, it won a 
nationwide listing in Asda in January 2017 
and it is listed in Ocado.”

Young predicts the craft cider market 
in the UK will continue to grow with more 
NPD, which will lead to more listings in 
supermarkets as well as off ering niche 
brands which could be better suited to 
independents. 

“If you look at the US cider market, craft 

cider is big business, a real volume driver,” 
she says.

More recently, Budweiser Budvar UK 
announced plans to distribute Italian 
cider Angioletti into the UK, and so far the 
results have been good.

David Peek, director of Angioletti UK, 
said: “Considering Angioletti comes from 
a country with a tiny cider industry we 
have seen some great results in both on 
and off -trade. 

“The fact that distribution of Angioletti 
Secco in Tesco is about to more than 
treble shows that consumers are 
proactively choosing our products. It 
is quite telling that Tesco is increasing 
distribution of craft ciders at the 
same time as reducing distribution of 
mainstream ciders.

“While we are lucky to live in a country 
with fantastic home-grown alcoholic 
drinks, there will always be space for 
products from overseas. For example, it’s 
only within the last 15 years that Swedish 
fruit ciders launched in the UK and look 
how they have transformed the category.”

Peek promises the UK will see “further 
exciting launches” for 2017.  

Sweden, Belgium 
and Italy are among 
the emerging world 
cider countries

ROYFWYLAM/DIKOBRAZIY/STUDIOBARCELONA/THINKSTOCK
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THE FUTURE’S PREMIUM 
Premium fruit cider is the future of the cider category, according to Haydn 
Hicks, head of operations at Wine Rack and a Bargain Booze franchisee.

He is positive about the future of the cider category in the wake of the Brexit 
decision and believes diversity will fuel growth.

He says: “It’s a great opportunity for the UK to capitalise on home-grown 
products. I think the future lies 
in premium fruit ciders. That’s 
the next step. That more than 
apple cider. 

“Standard, run-of-the-mill 
ciders are in decline. Like the 
gin market, people are looking 
for something different, 
something more premium.”

He points to Thistly Cross, 
Chase and Aspall as top 
producers taking the cider 
category in an interesting, 
premium direction, while 
bag-in-box Old Rosie has been 
selling well for him. 

He says Bargain Booze 
sales are dominated by the 
mainstream brands but can 
envisage it taking on some of 
the quirkier ciders doing well in 
Wine Rack.
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T
esco and the Co-op 
have been among the 
big winners in the 
cider category over 
the past year and have 
helped lead the 

off -trade back into growth. Sales in 
supermarkets now stand at £519 million 
and have recovered from 5% decline to a 
fl at sales performance, while cider is up 
2.4% in convenience to £520 million (IRI, 
year to January 2017). The average price 
per litre has gone up from £2.10 to £2.13.

Tesco has the largest share of cider 
market and has gone from under-trading 
a year ago to over-trading now. It has just 
reset its range, delisting the 10-packs of 
Strongbow Dark Fruit in a price dispute 
with Heineken and replacing it with 
Carling Fruit Cider. 

One major benefi ciary of the range 
reset has been Westons, which has seen its 
low-alcohol Stowford Press variant rolled 
out across the Tesco estate in response to 
consumer demand for moderation. 

The Co-op won Multiple Cider Retailer 
of the Year at our Drinks Retailing Awards 
and has enjoyed a fantastic revitalisation in 
the category over the past year. It accounts 
for 5.2% of the grocery market but 9% 
of cider sales, showing how important 
convenience is to cider shoppers. 

Asda and Morrisons over-trade in cider 
relative to their total grocery share, but 
Sainsbury’s, Aldi and Lidl all under-trade, 
so there is growth potential there.

OFF-TRADE 
BACK ON 
TRACK

Supermarkets have 
rallied in their sales of 
cider by responding to 
consumer trends. Martin 
Green reports

Convenience is 
proving to be 
an increasingly 
important channel 
for cider shoppers
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RANGE RE-JIG MAKES WAY 
FOR CIDER INNOVATIONS

C
ider sales have been 
performing 
“exceptionally well” at 
the Co-op’s stores over 
the past 12 months. 

The company’s 
senior buyer for beer, cider and spirits, 
Richard Dennett, says: “We have seen 
double-digit growth within the category, 
which is exceptional.

“Fruit cider sales have started to slow 
down. There is a real proliferation of fruit 
ciders out there now. 

“It’s a similar picture with pear cider in 
that sales are slowing down, and a lot of 
that is due to lines being delisted because 
shoppers don’t seem to be buying pear. So 
we have cut back on our pear cider offer, 
in line with other retailers.

“Only very recently we have started to 
see craft cider come through, particularly 
in 33cl can formats, so we listed a number 
of those products in our range review in 
mid-March, including Elk Warning from 
Kopparberg, Friels and Stan’s Cider. 

“Early signs are very positive in terms of 
sales, although we don’t yet know if these 
are cider or craft beer shoppers who are 
buying these,” says Dennett.

Recently we 
have started 
to see craft 
cider come 
through

The Co-op has been ruthless in its category makeover, even dropping mainstream brands, and 
continues to look for ways to improve its offering, finds Sonya Hook

PROFILE: THE CO-OP

He continues: “Another trend we have 
seen moving over from other sectors is 
low alcohol. It’s on everyone’s agenda 
nowadays and we are working with a 
couple of people to develop this. 

“Our low-alcohol offer at the moment 
probably isn’t the best in the market and, 
given the limited space we have , I think 
others probably do a better job, but I 
would say there is an opportunity here for 
us to do more.

“One other trend is mid-packs of cider, 
so 10-packs of 33cl cans – these are doing 
very well and they have significantly 
grown the cider category within our 
business.

“We rejigged the whole cider category 
in March and some of that included taking 
out lines that haven’t been performing 
quite so well . Within that we have taken 
out some fairly mainstream brands 
in order to make way for some of the 
innovation that is coming through, but 
also we have given a bit more space in 
stores to cider generally. 

“We are very pleased about the changes 
we have made and we have had some 
very positive feedback from both our 
stores and our shoppers.”

“At the moment we have a very limited 
own-label cider offer but I am working 
with a supplier on developing own-
label opportunities, which you should 
see in store later this year. Own-label is 
important for the business and we do 
see opportunities within beer and cider. 
It’s about making it a bit more relevant in 
terms of accessibility for shoppers.”

But the chain is not immune to the 
difficulties of the sector. Dennett says: 
“We face the same challenges in cider 
that others face, so rising commodity 
prices and inflation. Another issue is 
around higher-strength ciders. We want 
to move away from high-abv drinks but 
we appreciate there is a need for some 
drinks in the cider category to have a high 
abv level and people want to drink these 
responsibly. It continues to be a challenge.

“We are now gearing up for the 
summer season and cider fits into 
the festival theme perfectly, so this is 
something we will be working on this 
year, in part because there are no key 
events to tap into such as the World Cup 
or the Euros, so it is about creating our 
own event. When the sun shines we do 
see an increase in sales.”   

Own-label 
developments can 
be expected later 
this year
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TAPPING INTO 
FESTIVAL SEASON

T
he convenience sector 
is booming for BWS 
and this channel has 
been a natural fit for 
many cider brands, 
especially when the 

sun starts to shine.
With festival season on the horizon, 

savvy convenience stores and high street 
retailers may find some advantages over 
their big store rivals.

Andrew Quinlan, founder and chief 
executive of Orchard Pig, says: “Whether 
the weather is good or not, festivals are 
the ultimate summer medium to drive 
impulse sales. Positioning themselves as 
a store that will keep that festival feeling 
alive will allow for capitalisation on the 
uplift of sales in those summer months.”

And a raft of cider brands are working 
to tap into this occasion. 

Fairly recently Brothers introduced 
a 1-litre Still Apple cider carton and this 
summer it will add to this with a Mixed 
Berry carton variant. Gerry Doyle, sales 
and marketing manager, says: “Brothers 
1-litre cider cartons are available in both 
Morrisons and Tesco and are a completely 
innovative way to serve cider. They are 
disruptive on shelf and stand out as a new 
and exciting packaging format.”

Doyle notes also that the brand has 
strong roots with festivals, having been 
originally launched at Glastonbury 
Festival in 1995. “Our Brothers 1-litre 
Festival Cartons are the perfect festival 
serve – portable, resealable, recyclable 
and they beat the ‘no glass’ rule.”

This summer the producer plans to 
launch a summer festival campaign with 
the chance to win festival kits (containing 
cider, earplugs, ponchos and disposable 
toilet seat covers) every day over the first 
six weeks of the festival season. 

Another thing the convenience sector 
should consider, according to Quinlan, is 
that people don’t necessarily want craft 
beer when the sun shines, despite this 
sector’s current popularity. 

“More importantly for us, while we 
champion the craft beer movement 
and attitude, craft beer isn’t necessarily 
as attractive from a taste perspective. 
When the sun is shining, ultimately you 
want something that is refreshing and 
repeatable, and our results prove more 

By stocking a variety of formats – from bag-in-box to cans – and 
targetting festival goers, convenience retailers can make the most of 
their summer sales. Sonya Hook reports

ANALYSIS: CONVENIENCE

Bag-in-box and 33cl  
cans are the ideal format 
for festivals as both are  
easy to carry and easy to 
dispose of
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Give cider 
fridge space 
between 
wine and 
beer

Cider makes an ideal summer party drink

RETAILER PROFILE 
LONDIS, SOUTHWATER, WEST SUSSEX
Ramesh Shingadia, who runs a Londis store in Southwater, West Sussex, says: “Cider has always 
been a good category for us and the bestseller is still Strongbow. The most popular format for 
Strongbow is the 2-litre PET bottle, although we have also seen really good sales for multipacks of 
the Dark Fruit variant in 44cl cans.

“We also have regular customers buying into the premium end of the category, so we see good 
sales for single bottles of things such as Westons Vintage ciders. 

“We haven’t tried stocking any of 
the new 33cl cans yet. The smallest 
we do is 50cl. We are always looking 
at what’s new and we consider 
whether to stock new things, but 
space is always a challenge. In cider 
one of the challenges is catering for 
these two different types of cider 
consumer, with a range of premium 
options, usually in single glass 
bottles, and value choices, which can 
be in multipack cans or bigger PET 
bottles.” 
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fresh apple aroma of Angry Orchard pairs 
well with barbecued meats and pulled 
pork. So seasonal displays in prominent 
areas will create interest and inspire the 
consumer. Of course, a selection of ciders 
in the chiller is also essential for impulse 
shoppers.”

She also says retailers can promote 
summer cider cocktails by up-selling 
product bundles and siting multiple 
ingredients together. The producer has 
a raft of cider cocktail inspirations it can 
offer to retailers, including Angry Pom 
Squeeze, which blends pomegranate, 
freshly squeezed orange juice and cider.

Thatchers Cider also highlights the 
benefits of linking cider with food and it 
has produced A Guide to Pairing Cider 
with Food written by drinks expert and 
author Susy Atkins.

Martin Thatcher says: “There is so 
much to discover about pairing cider with 
food. This guide will be of enormous help 
to all lovers of cider, and to those who 
want to add a new experience for their 
customers.”

When it comes to merchandising in 
the convenience sector, Thatcher advises 
retailers to “be smart with your space”.

“Choose brands such as Thatchers 
that are in strong growth for maximum 
sales and ensure you have sufficient 
stock to cover the key buying times over 
Easter and the spring bank holidays and 
throughout the festival season.”

He adds: “Organise your chiller 
carefully – give cider fridge space between 
wine and beer. Where space is limited, opt 
for cans.”

The producer will again be supporting 
events and festivals as part of its 
marketing activity this year, including 
Glastonbury Festival in June and its Haze 
Sessions event in Bristol in May.  

people are looking to cider for this.”
One thing convenience retailers should 

do is ensure they are stocking the right 
impulse pack sizes for events such as 
festivals, says Darryl Hinksman, head 
of customer marketing and insight at 
Westons.

“Bag-in-box and 33cl cans are the ideal 
format for festivals as both are easy to 
carry and easy to dispose of. Westons 
Wyld Wood 3-litre bag-in-box format 
works especially well for retailers as the 
cuboid shape makes them easy to stack. 
Likewise it works extremely well for 
consumers and, as the UK’s number one 
organic cider, it is a cider they can trust to 
deliver on taste and refreshment. Westons 
Caple Rd and Rosie’s Pig 33cl cans are also 
perfectly suited to festivals, as premium 
single-serve craft cider options.”

And Toby Lancaster, Heineken’s 
category and shopper marketing director, 
says the producer also has plans to tap 
into the festival occasion through its 
Strongbow brand. 

“Strongbow has been a firm favourite 
with festival goers for years,” he says, and 
he explains that this summer the brand 
has festival-themed on-pack activity. 
The Epic Entrance competition runs 
from April, giving shoppers the chance 
to win a variety of festival-essential 
prizes, including sleeping bags, tents and 
speakers. 

ADD FOOD TO THE MIX
Seasonal opportunities give the retailer 
a chance to refresh the range and offer 
more variety, says Claire Young, national 
off-trade controller at Shepherd Neame, 
which imports and distributes the US 
cider Angry Orchard Crisp Apple. 

She says: “Look at pairing bottled cider 
with food, for example. The bright and 
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INFALLIBLE CIDER 
AND FOOD MATCHES

ANALYSIS: FOOD PAIRING

Source: National Association of Cider Makers
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